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CLUB: Karekare SLSC Emergency Call-
Out Squad
SURF LIFEGUARDS: Shawn Wanden-
Hannay, Shalema Wanden-Hannay, Sam
Turbott, David Munro, John Taylor &
Gareth Abraham

Tuesday, May 19th 2020 was an unseasonably

warm autumn afternoon.

Avondale College had offered students an extra

day off and four female students decided to

make the most of it by spending the afternoon

at Karekare Beach.

They chose a part of the beach that, to the

untrained eye, appeared safe – yet, sadly, they

couldn’t have been more wrong. The waves

sloshed uneven and broken and the rip’s dark

water swirled with black sand as it swooped

along the beach and relentlessly out to sea.

Shortly before 3pm, two hikers raised the alarm

that three girls were in trouble in the water and

a fourth was missing. Karekare SLSC ECOS

members, Shawn Wanden-Hannay, Sam

Turbott and Shalema Wanden-Hannay,

responded. Upon reaching the beach, three of

the girls had managed to self-rescue. The

fourth was still missing.

Within just eight minutes of receiving the call,

Shawn had run 900m to the foreshore with 

rescue tube and fins. Using his experience

of rips and water movement to gauge

where the patient was likely pulled, he

entered the water. He headed out through

the surf and, within minutes, located the

patient face down in the water.

Shawn pulled the girl back to the beach,

where he was met by fellow ECOS

members, and began CPR. Sam Turbott

then took over on arrival with the

defibrillator.

Meanwhile, fellow ECOS members David

Munro, John Taylor and Gareth Abraham

assessed and supported the three other

girls, who were suffering from shock and

signs of hypothermia and were clearly

distressed.

Support also came from local rural fire team

and local first response members. The

patient was transferred to the rescue

helicopter but sadly passed away en route

to the hospital, despite the best efforts

from all involved to save her.

Whilst this was by no means the outcome

the ECOS volunteers wanted, the response

times, valuable knowledge of surf

conditions and efficient retrieval of the

patient gave this young woman every

possible chance.


